This Sticker Could Save a Life!
Accidental contact with electric power lines can be tragic and costly. Tall farm implements and construction
equipment hold the greatest risk. Here is a way to place a safety message right on the equipment as a
permanent reminder for all operators.
Three aspects of this electrical safety sticker make it unique and effective:

 The eye-catching image highlights the dangers near power lines in a quick glance. It
creates a constant reminder for all who operate the equipment.
 The exterior-grade vinyl and fade-resistant inks allow years of outside exposure. These
materials cost a bit more, but offer you greater value.
 Consumers hang on to these stickers (unlike pamphlets). They are more likely to be carried
home and shared with family members and farm workers. It can expand your message!
This safety sticker is only available from Electric Learning, a group
working with electric power suppliers to educate consumers.
Our price is much less than creating your own because we ran a large

printing of stickers. A minimum order of 10 stickers gets you started,
then purchase more as needed.
Use this education tool for non-farm audiences too. The image and
message apply to any tall equipment. It could avoid a tragic accident
and save a life.

Quantity Ordered

Price

10* - 25

60¢ each

26 or more

50¢ each

* Minimum order is 10 stickers.
Modest shipping costs apply.

How To Order:
Just tell us the number needed, and the credit card to
use. (Visa, MasterCard and Discover)
2. List your phone number on our quick and easy
Order Form then email it to us. Don’t put your
credit card number on the form for security reasons;
we’ll call you to get this information. Your order will
then be on its way to you through U.S. Mail.
1.

For questions or placing a direct order, call us at (937)
383-0001. Our fax is (937) 383-0003. The Electric
Learning office is in the Eastern time zone.
Visit www.ElecLearning.org for additional resources

